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Profile of the induced 5d magnetic moments in Ce/Fe and La/Fe multilayers probed by x-ray
magnetic-resonant scattering
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The element and electronic shell selectivity of x-ray resonant magnetic scattering~XRMS! has been used to
investigate the profile of the spin polarization of the 5d electronic states of Ce and La across the rare-earth
layers in Ce/Fe and La/Fe multilayers. The magnetic contributions to the diffracted intensities have been
measured at low angles, at theL2 edge of the rare earth. In agreement with previous results from x-ray
magnetic circular dichroism~XMCD! experiments, the La 5d polarization is found to be localized right at the
interfaces with the Fe layers, as it is expected from a direct hybridization with the Fe 3d states. In the case of
Ce/Fe multilayers where Ce is in ana-like electronic state with a complex behavior of the 5d magnetic
polarization, the XRMS results obtained for two samples with 10 and 22 Å thick Ce layers indicate that the Ce
5d polarization decreases slowly from the interfaces towards the center of the layers. This is in agreement with
previous XMCD results. However, at least for the two samples which have been investigated, XRMS also
suggests that the Ce 5d polarization oscillates across the Ce layer with a period equal to the~111! interplanar
distance ina fcc Ce. Though compatible with the XMCD findings, this oscillating behavior cannot be derived
from its dependence on the Ce layer thickness because of the decrease of the magnetic polarization which
prevents us from observing changes in the sign of the XMCD amplitude.@S0163-1829~99!04637-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dramatic differences in the physical properties of
metal are known to occur depending on its electronic a
structural state. The 4f electron states being at the bord
between localization and itinerancy, both aspects can
found in theg localized anda itinerant phases of elementa
Ce, as well as in its compounds with transition metals,
pending on the degree of mixing of the 4f and conduction
electron states. The densera phase of Ce metal is nonmag
netic. However, in compounds withd-band transition metals
like CeFe2 or CeCo5 where Ce adopts ana-phase-like elec-
tronic structure, its ground state may be magnetically orde
provided that the concentration of the magnetic transit
metal is large enough. In that case, the magnetic mom
carried by the itinerant 4f states are assumed to be induc
by their hybridization with the 3d states of the transition
metal.1 The situation is far more complex in the case
Ce/Fe multilayers with thin Ce layers.2 For a thickness lower
than about 25 Å Ce adopts the electronic structure of tha
phase, as it has been demonstrated by x-ray absorption s
troscopy ~XAS! measurements performed at theL2,3

3 and
M4,5

4 edges of Ce. In both cases, the spectra exhibit the
features split by 10 eV which are the signatures of thef 0

and 4f 1 electronic states found in thea itinerant phase. Be-
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~13!/9662~13!/$15.00
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yond that critical thickness, the amplitude of the 4f 0 feature
decreases due to the growth of ag-like phase in the center o
the Ce layers. The existence of ana-like phase on a consid
erable length near the interfaces with the Fe layers has b
attributed to the compressive strain induced on the Ce at
by the large mismatch between the Ce and Fe layers.3

This a-like phase in Ce/Fe multilayers is structurally an
magnetically different from the regulara phase of elementa
Ce. X-ray scattering and absorption experiments both s
gest that Ce is amorphous up to a critical thickness of 40
It is also magnetically different since it is magnetically p
larized at room temperature. This has been demonstrate
x-ray magnetic circular dichroism~XMCD! experiments at
the L2,3 ~Ref. 3! and M4,5 ~Ref. 4! edges of Ce. They show
that both the 5d and 4f states of Ce are magnetically pola
ized and carry induced magnetic moments in the range
0.1mB per atom, with an antiparallel orientation with respe
to the magnetization in the Fe layer. However, the dep
dences of the XMCD amplitudes upon the Ce layer thickn
are quite different at theL and M edges. FromM4,5 edges
data, Arendet al.5 have recently shown that the induce
magnetism of the 4f states ofa-like Ce does not extend
beyond its immediate interface with the Fe layer; in partic
lar, it is suppressed if Ce is separated from Fe by a 5 Å thick
La spacer layer. Thus, the 4f magnetic order is linked to the
direct overlap between the Ce 4f and Fe 3d orbitals within
9662 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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one or two atomic layers at the interface. The 5d magneti-
zation of Ce is much more complex, and in some featu
surprising, since it extends significantly far from the inte
face. This is clearly demonstrated by the existence o
XMCD signal at theL2 edge of Ce when a 20 Å thick La
spacer layer is inserted between the Ce and Fe ones.5 Actu-
ally, two different magnetic regimes have been observed
XMCD as a function of the Ce thickness in Ce/Fe samp
In regime 1, the mean 5d magnetic polarization decrease
rapidly from the interface up to a distance of about 10–12
while beyond that thickness, in regime 2, it decreases slo
as the inverse of the thickness of the Ce layer. This intri
ing behavior suggests that within a few Å from the Fe int
face, the Ce 5d states are polarized by hybridization with th
spin split 3d states of Fe, while in regime 2 the magne
order on the 5d states would not result from such a mech
nism but rather be an intrinsic property of the ground state
a-like Ce itself in multilayers. The lack of a detailed pictu
has prompted us to use x-ray resonant magnetic scatte
~XRMS! at theL2 absorption edge of cerium to probe th
spatial behavior of the 5d polarization in a direct way. We
have also investigated a La/Fe multilayer at its LaL2 edge in
order to validate the use of the method since, in that c
XMCD results4,5 provide a simple and reliable model for th
5d polarization. A dramatic reduction of the XMCD ampl
tude is indeed observed at theL2,3 edges of La when a 5 Å
thick Ce layer is inserted between the La and Fe ones. T
indicates that the magnetic 5d polarization of La is restricted
to the direct interface with the Fe layers.

In the past few years, XRMS has become a useful sp
troscopic and structural technique allowing to analyze
magnetic properties of complex materials.6,7 Since it makes
use of the resonant enhancement of the magnetic scatt
occurring at an absorption edge, it is nothing but x-ray m
netic dichroism in the scattering mode. Therefore, it yie
the same spectroscopic information as XMCD which is
imaginary part of its amplitude, including the possible det
mination of the spin and orbital components of the magn
moment by using the sum rules.8 In particular, it has the
same chemical and orbital selectivity as XMCD, allowin
one to probe the magnetic properties of a specific electro
shell of a given component in a complex material. That is
reason why XRMS has been recently used as a spectrosc
tool to investigate the magnetization of 3d transition-metal
atoms in multilayers. These experiments have been mo
performed in the soft x-ray range,9–11 because of the stron
XMCD amplitude at theL2,3 edges of 3d transition metals.
However, being a scattering technique, XRMS also provi
structural information on the magnetic ordering. Therefo
we use it here to determine the profile of the inducedd
magnetic polarization throughout the rare-earth layer
measuring the magnetic contributions to the multilayer d
fraction peaks at theL2,3 edge of the rare earth. The expe
ments have been performed at low angles on the diffrac
peaks provided by the chemical modulation of the multila
ers. Unfortunately, no diffraction peaks related to the ra
earth phases were observed at large angles, the stackin
the layers being not coherent enough throughout the sam
Nevertheless, a structural information with an atomic reso
tion may still be recovered from scattering at low angles i
sufficiently large number of peaks is measured.
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@La~40 Å!/Fe~30 Å!#330 multilayer and two Ce/Fe multilay
ers with different Ce thickness but with the same 30 Å th
Fe one, have been investigated. The@Ce~10 Å!/Fe~30 Å!#
350 sample has been chosen because the 10 Å thickne
the Ce layers corresponds to the limit of the first regime
magnetic polarization and the@Ce~22 Å!/Fe~30 Å!#350 one
because its 22 Å Ce thickness corresponds to the sec
regime.

II. THE XRMS METHOD

A. The XRMS scattering factor

At the L2 edge of a rare-earth, XRMS results from th
electric dipole transition from the 2p1/2 atomic core level
towards the unoccupied 5d3/2 states which carry the mag
netic moment. As for XMCD, the magnetic sensitivity aris
from the exchange splitting of the unoccupied 5d states in-
duced by their magnetic polarization and from the spin p
larization of the photoelectron which is related to the sp
orbit coupling in the 2p core level. We have chosen to wor
at theL2 edge because the XMCD amplitude is the same
at theL3 one but is purely of a dipolar origin. This is not th
case at theL3 edges of rare-earth atoms where XMCD am
plitudes exhibit a noticeable quadrupolar contribution,12 the
angular dependence of which is different from that of t
dipolar part. Following Hannonet al.,13 the resonant x-ray
atomic scattering factor of a magnetic atom may be writ
as

f ~k,E!52~ êf* •êi !@ f 01 f 8~E!2 i f 9~E!#

2 i ~ êf* 3êi !• ẑ@m8~E!2 im9~E!#. ~1!

E is the photon energy andk is the scattering vector.êi
andêf are the polarization vectors of the electric field for t
incident and scattered x-ray beams, which are complex o
for a circular polarization.ẑ is the unit vector along the di
rection of the magnetization. The first term in Eq.~1! is the
regular charge scattering factor by the electrons of the at
which includes the resonant contribution associated to
absorption edge. The second one is the resonant mag
scattering factor. Its energy-dependent complex amplitud
related to the matrix elements of the dipolar transition.13 Its
angular dependence is different from the charge one sinc
depends on the projection of the cross product of the po
ization vectors along the direction of the magnetization,
that the polarization undergoes a rotation in the XRMS sc
tering. Actually, another contribution does exist, the ima
nary part of which corresponds to the linear magnetic dich
ism. However, its amplitude is far lower, especially at lo
scattering angles in the longitudinal geometry which we us7

so that it can be neglected in our case.f 0(k) is the atomic
form factor which is tabulated.14 f 8(E) and f 9(E) are the
real and imaginary parts of the resonant anomalous com
scattering factor. Tabulated values15 have been used for Fe
However, they cannot be used for the rare-earth atoms s
they do not include the resonant features occurring at theL2
edge. We have thus determinedf 9(E) values for Ce and La
from the measurements of the x-ray-absorption coefficien
the samples performed at room temperature using the dis
sive XAS station at Lure.3,5 The f 8(E) values have been
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evaluated from thef 9(E) data set by using the Kramers
Kronig relation. Them9(E) imaginary parts of the magneti
scattering factors for Ce and La have been evaluated f
the corresponding XMCD measurements,3,5 by scaling to the
f 9(E) values. Them8(E) real parts have been calculate
from them9(E) ones using the Kramers-Kronig relation. A
an example, Fig. 1~a! shows them9(E) values measured a
the CeL2 edge for the Ce10/Fe30 sample, while Fig. 1~b!
displays them8(E) ones obtained using the smoothed valu
of m9(E) also shown in Fig. 1~a!. We point out that the
magnitudes of them8(E) andm9(E) values are weak, in the
range of a few 1022 electron units. We thus expect th
XRMS contributions to the diffracted intensities to be wea

In order to enhance them, we chose the longitudinal s
tering geometry shown in Fig. 2 with an elliptical polariz
tion. It allows the amplitudes of the charge and magne
scattering to interfere, so that the magnetic contribution
the diffracted intensity occurs to first order in a crossed te
The magnetization lies in the vertical scattering plane and
the plane of the layers, at an angleu with the incident and
scattered x-ray beams, 2u being the scattering angle. In suc
a geometry, the scattering factor of the magnetic atom
edge of which is investigated, is given for the two polariz
tion states of the scattered beam by, respectively,

f s~k,E!1ems~k,E!52
f ~k,E!1eK cos~u!m~E!

~11K2!1/2 , ~2!

FIG. 1. Values in electron units of the imaginary~a! and real~b!
parts of the Ce resonant magnetic factor at theL2 edge. Open
circles in ~a! are the experimental values calculated from XMC
data measured for the Ce10/Fe30 multilayer, the smoothed curve
being a Lorentzian fit. The real part shown in~b! has been calcu-
lated as the Kramers-Kronig transform of the Lorentzian fit.
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f p~k,E!1emp~k,E!52
f ~k,E!K cos~2u!2e cos~u!m~E!

~11K2!1/2

~3!

with e561 depending on the orientation of the magnetiz
tion ẑ with respect toêi3êf . K is the ratio of the amplitudes
of the e ~vertical! to p ~horizontal! components of the ellip-
tical electric field, so that the rate of circular polarization
the x-ray beam ist52K/(11K2). As shown in Eqs.~2! and
~3!, this geometry maximizes the magnetic scattering at l
angles since the magnetic term depends on cos(u) for both
polarization states.

B. The calculation of the asymmetry ratio

The magnetic scattering being weak, it is easier to br
out an effect by flipping the magnetization by reversing
applied magnetic field strong enough to align the directio
of magnetization of all the Fe layers.I 1 and I 2 being the
intensities scattered for the two opposite directions of
field, we defineR, the asymmetry ratio, as

R5
~ I 12I 2!

~ I 11I 2!
. ~4!

To calculate the diffracted intensities, we used the sim
kinematic approximation which proved to be correct even
the first low-angle peak since it allows us to simulate ac
rately its angular shape as well as the Kiessig fringes du
the sample thickness. In this approximation, the intensity
the sum of the intensities diffracted along both polarizat
states of the scattered beam, each one including a charge
a magnetic contribution. They are the product of the atom
scattering factors given in Eqs.~2! and~3! by the appropriate
structure factors of the multilayer. The structure facto
themselves are the products of two contributions, that o
single unit cell the height of which is the period of th
multilayer, and that resulting from the stacking of all th
periods throughout the multilayer. However, the values
the asymmetry ratio do not depend on the last contribut
which is eliminated in the ratio. We then defineF(k,E) and
M (k,E) as the charge and magnetic atomic complex str
ture factors of the unit cell as a function of the coordinatez
of the atomic planes along the direction of growth of t
multilayer and ofs, the Fe and Ce or La atomic densities
the planes of the layers:

FIG. 2. Schematic picture of the longitudinal geometry used
the XRMS experiment with the magnetic fieldH lying simulta-
neously in the plane of the sample and in the scattering pla
k i(k f) is the wave vector of the incident~scattered! x-ray beam;s i

(s f) and p i (p f) are the unit vectors of the polarization states
the electric field for the incident~scattered! beam, perpendicular
and parallel to the scattering plane, respectively.
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F~k,E!5Fr2 iF i5 (
unit cell

~ f 01 f 82 i f 9!seikz, ~5!

M ~k,E!5Mr2 iM i5 (
mag.at.

~m82 im9!seikz. ~6!

A straightforward but tedious calculation7 yields the expres-
sion of the asymmetry ratio

R5
22t cos3* ~u!@FrMr2FiM i #

cos2~u!uM2u1S 12
Kt sin2~2u!

2 UF2U D . ~7!

As expected, theR values increase almost linearly witht.
Their dependence on cos3 * (u), which is due to the geometr
and to the use of an elliptic polarization, maximizes th
amplitude at low angles.

In the calculation ofF(k,E), the summation has to b
performed over all the atomic planes within one period of
multilayer, while the calculation ofM only runs over those o
the planes which contain the magnetic Ce~or La! atoms
whose edge is investigated. In the case of the Ce/Fe sam
a difficulty arises from the fact that the Ce layers are am
phous, so that there are no well-defined Ce atomic pla
We cannot use directly expressions~5! and ~6!. In order to
get the profile of magnetization at an atomic scale, we div
the amorphous Ce layer into slices with a heightd equal to
the regular interatomic distance in the crystalline fcc ph
of a Ce. The charge and magnetic structure factors are
obtained by changing in Eqs.~5! and ~6! the planar atomic
density s for (2r/k)sin(kd/2), with r being the three-
dimensional atomic density given byr5s/d. At the low-k
values at which our experiments have been performed,
differences between the values of the structure factors ca
lated for a crystalline or an amorphous model are weak.
tually, in the case of the Ce10/Fe30 sample the intensities o
the four diffraction peaks could be simulated by using
formalism of the crystalline structure factor but by reduci
by about 10% the planar densitiess. We nevertheless use
the formalism of the scattering by an amorphous Ce laye

The structural parameters required to calculateF(k,E)
and M (k,E) have been determined from a structural stu
mentioned in Sec. III. In the calculation ofM, we assumed
that all the rare-earth atoms carry the same magnetic mom
within an atomic La plane or an elemental Ce slice, and t
have the same values of atomic magnetic scattering fa
m8(E)-im9(E), which may however vary from plane t
plane, or slice to slice. Indeed, the mean value of them9
imaginary parts averaged over the period of the multilaye
given by the XMCD amplitude. Therefore, the true para
eters are the ratios of them9 factors to their mean value
which are called atomic polarization in the following. The
number is equal ton-1, n being the number of atomic plane
or of amorphous slices containing rare-earth atoms. It is la
when the rare-earth sublayer is thick. In order to reduce
we can assume that the magnetic ordering is symmetric
respect to the center of the rare-earth sublayer. Actually,
pertinent parameters in the calculation ofM are the values of
the magnetic polarization integrated over an atomic plane
an elemental slice. They are related to the values of
r
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atomic polarization, whose determination is the goal, by
partial density of magnetic atoms in the slice. To get rid o
specific model for the magnetic profile of the 5d polarization
of the rare-earth atoms, we developed a procedure to sim
taneously refine the energy dependencies of all the meas
asymmetry ratios and directly determine all the paramet
To do so, we used a least-squares routine which is an ex
sion of theDPU package written by Wolfers.16 This is easy to
do in the frame of the kinematic approximation which w
use.

C. Experimental procedure

The XRMS experiments have been performed at
ESRF ID12A beam line which is dedicated to polarizatio
dependent x-ray-absorption spectroscopy.17 Left-handed cir-
cular polarized x rays were generated with the Helios 2
lical undulator.18 The fixed exit double-crysta
monochromator was equipped with a pair of two Si~111!
crystals. Due to the very low emittance of the ring, the e
ergy resolution was close to the theoretical limit, 0.6 eV
the CeL2 edge~6164 eV!. The ratet of circular polarization
of the monochromatic beam was around 84% at that ene
and 82% at the LaL2 edge. As it is shown in Secs. IV and V
the XRMS contributions to the diffracted intensities a
pretty weak, in the range of a few 1023. Therefore, in order
to get meaningful values of the asymmetry ratios, an
tremely high accuracy is required in the measurement of
diffracted intensities, as well as an excellent stability in t
position, the size, and the orientation of the beam imping
on the sample. Actually, the position of the beam, which h
a cross section of 100mm ~horizontal! by 10 mm ~vertical!,
was found to be stable within 5mm and its direction within
a few mrad. The highly efficient detection system impl
mented on the beam line allowed us to collect spectra w
the very high signal-to-noise ratio required in our expe
ments. The detector is a silicon photodiode associated wi
digital lock-in exploiting the modulation of the x-ray beam
68 Hz.19 At each point of measurement, this allows to get
of the unwanted dark current of the photodiode and of sl
drifts of the electronics. As a consequence, a noise fig
below a few 1025 was obtained for the diffracted intensitie
A two circles diffractometer with horizontal axes has be
installed for the experiment. The angular resolution was
at 0.005 degrees by the receiving slits. A coil wound arou
a U-shaped iron yoke was mounted on the sample stag
delivered in the plane of the sample a magnetic field of 6
G strong enough to saturate the magnetization in the Fe
ers and to ferromagnetically couple them.

III. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND STRUCTURAL
CHARACTERISTICS

We recall here briefly the procedure of preparation of
samples which is described in more detail elsewhere.2,3 The
multilayers were grown by computer-controlled ion-bea
sputtering in a ultrahigh vacuum chamber~base pressurep
,5310210mbar). Highly pure sputtering gas Ar (6N) and
target metals La, Ce (3N) and Fe (4N8) were used. Partia
pressures of reactive gases (O2, N2, H2O) were kept below
10210mbar during the deposition process. The samples h
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been grown on Si~100! wafers coated with a 40 Å thick C
buffer layer, with growth rates around 1.0 Å/s for La and C
and 0.5 Å/s for Fe. A 50 Å thick Fe capping layer pr
vided protection against oxidation. The deposition of t
multilayers has been performed at about 90 K to minim
diffusion. As a consequence, due to the well-defined laye
structure of the sample with sharp composition profiles, up
11 diffraction peaks could be registered at low angles in
case of the La/Fe multilayer.

The period of the multilayers, the respective thickness
their Fe and La or Ce sublayers, their atomic densities
well as the roughness at their interfaces have been d
mined from the fit of the x-ray reflectivity at low angle
using the optical theory of x-ray reflectivity.20 Their values
are given for the La/Fe and Ce/Fe samples in Tables I in S
IV, and II and IV in Sec. V, respectively. Indeed, the contra
between the contributions of Fe and Ce~or La! is rather low,
the larger atomic volume of the rare earth compensating
some extent its larger atomic number. In order to better de
rrelate the structural parameters related to the rare-earth
ers from those of the Fe ones, we used x-ray anoma
scattering to change their respective contributions to the l
angle diffraction pattern. The experiments have been p
formed at several photon energies around theL2 edge of the
rare earth and theK edge of Fe by using the diffractomete
installed on D2AM, the French CRG beam line at ESRF21

The changes in thef 8 values by about 6 electrons at bo
edges are moderate. Nevertheless, significant variation
the intensities of the diffraction peaks were observed as
illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows the reflectivity patter
measured for the Ce10/Fe30 sample at the CeL2 and FeK
edges, as well as at an intermediate energy, together
their simulations for the values of the parameters given
Table II. The simulations fit rather well the experimen
data beyond the first diffraction peak, the agreement be
poorer at very low angles. For the three samples, the de
minations of the periods and of the layer thickness given
Tables I, II, and IV are close to their nominal values. In
cases, the interfacial roughness are rather weak, with Ga
ian standard deviations lower than one interatomic distan
Nevertheless in the case of the Ce10/Fe30 sample, the full
widths of both interfaces extend over the whole of the 10
thick Ce layer. A slight asymmetry between the two inte
faces is also observed for the Ce/Fe samples, in agree
with a previous structural investigation.2

The atomic structures of the Fe and La layers have b
previously determined by conventional x-ray diffraction
large angles.2,22 In both the Ce/Fe and La/Fe samples, the
Å thick Fe layers grow along the~110! direction in the bcc
structure, the interplanar distance being close to the reg
one in bulk Fe~2.027 Å!. In the case of the Ce/Fe sample
the diffraction patterns show however a weak contribution
~211! domains. In the La/Fe sample, the La layers gr
along the~111! orientation in theb fcc phase, with an inter-
planar distance close to that in bulkb La ~3.026 Å!. The
values of the Fe and La atomic densities determined from
simulation of the x-ray anomalous reflectivity and report
in Table I are found to be that of bulk bcc Fe and fcc La,
agreement with the diffraction results. In the case of
Ce/Fe multilayers~Tables II and IV!, the refined values o
the Fe atomic density are also that of bulk bcc Fe. T
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atomic structure of the Ce layers is however not well kno
since previous works2,22 suggest that Ce is amorphous for
Ce thickness below 40 Å. Beyond that thickness, Ce lay
grow in a regularg fcc phase with a~111! orientation. Indeed
the diffraction patterns of both Ce/Fe samples do not exh
any diffraction peak related to a crystalline Ce phase. For

FIG. 3. Low-angle diffraction patterns of the Ce10/Fe30 sample
measured at the CeL2 edge~6164 eV!, at an intermediate energ
~6200 eV! and at the FeK one~7112 eV!, from top to bottom. Open
circles show the experimental results and full lines the best sim
tions of the reflectivity obtained for the values of parameters giv
in Table II.
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Ce22/Fe30 sample, the simulation of the x-ray anomalous
flectivity indicates that the value of the Ce density is that
the crystallinea phase (r50.0351 at/Å23) and is signifi-
cantly larger than that of theg phase (r50.0291 at/Å23).
This supports the assumption of ana-like state for Ce in
multilayers with Ce thickness lower than 40 Å. In the case
the Ce10/Fe30 sample, the simulation of the reflectivity at lo
angles appears to be far less sensitive to the actual valu
the atomic densities. Good fits of the anomalous reflectiv
for the Bragg diffraction peaks could be obtained using re
lar values of the densities of bcc Fe anda fcc Ce, especially
at theK edge of iron as it is shown in Fig. 3. At the CeL2
edge, the agreement is however poorer at the first diffrac
peak. Values of the Ce densities lower by as much as 3
also produced decent simulations. However, the FeK edge
data allows to rule out such a possibility. In the followin
we will thus assume that the Ce atomic density is that of
crystallinea phase and that the local amorphous structur
similar to that in the~111! planes ofa Ce.

IV. PROFILE OF THE LA-5 d MAGNETIC
POLARIZATION IN A LA/FE MULTILAYER

Figure 4 shows the energy dependences of the asymm
ratios measured at theL2 edge of La for eight low angle
satellites, together with their simulations. The first-order o
could not be accurately measured because the diffrac
peak is too close to the plateau of total reflection. Their a
plitudes are pretty weak, with maximum values in the ran
of a few 1023. Nevertheless, rather good-quality data ha
been obtained up to the ninth order. The spectral shapes
hibit a dispersionlike behavior with a single Lorentzian res
nance in agreement with the single Lorentzian feature
played by XMCD data.3 They look essentially like the rea
part of the magnetic atomic scattering factor. This is e
pected from Eq.~7! since the real part of the structure fact
Fr is much larger than the imaginary oneFi. The strong
variation of the amplitudes of the asymmetry ratios with t
scattering angle is a direct evidence that the 5d magnetic
polarization is not constant throughout the La layers. In s
a case, both the charge and the magnetic structure factoF
andM, would have the samek dependence, so that the asym
metry ratios would not exhibit any dependence on the or
of the diffraction peaks. We point out that theR values cor-
responding to even and odd peaks have opposite signs.
can be qualitatively understood as resulting from a locali
tion of the magnetic polarization at the interfaces with the
layers.

In order to derive the profile of the La 5d magnetic po-
larization, the energy-dependent amplitudes of the e
asymmetry ratios have been simulated following the pro
dure described in Sec. II B and using the structural para
eters given in Table I. We point out that the numbers
atomic planes in the Fe and La sublayers are not inte
ones. In order that the 75.6 Å period of the multilayer do
correspond to an integer number of 31 atomic planes, the
~110! interplanar distance has been slightly relaxed by 2.
in comparison with its bulk value, while keeping the atom
density. The La~111! interplanar distance has been kept
its regular value in theb fcc phase, so that the La sublay
thickness does correspond to 13.6 planes. The values o
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roughness derived from the simulation of the x-ray reflect
ity, whose standard deviations are given in Table I, indic
that the interfaces between Fe and La sublayers ex
roughly over two atomic planes. The resulting profile of t
La concentration throughout a La layer is shown in the up

FIG. 4. Energy dependences of the asymmetry ratios at the
L2 edge for eight low-angle diffraction peaks of the La/F
multilayer. Open circles and squares show experimental values
full lines the simulations obtained using the profile of magne
polarization shown in the lower part of Fig. 5.
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part of Fig. 5. The two interfacial planes are mixed on
containing, respectively, about 45% and 85% of La atom

In order to reduce the number of free parameters in
simulation of the asymmetry ratios, we assumed that
magnetic 5d polarization of La atoms is restricted to within
planes at each interface with Fe layers, as it is strongly s
gested by XMCD results.3,5 We also assumed a magnet
symmetry, which implies that the magnetic profiles are
same at the La/Fe and Fe/La interfaces. We thus are left
only three adjustable parameters which are the values o

TABLE I. Structural parameters for the La40/Fe30 multilayer.
The period, the thickness of the La and Fe layers, the interfa
roughness~standard deviation!, and the densities are determine
from the refinement of the x-ray anomalous reflectivity. The
interplanar distance is the~111! one forb fcc La and the Fe one is
relaxed by 2% compared to the regular~110! interplanar distance in
bcc Fe as discussed in text.

Period~Å! 75.660.01 La Fe

Layer thickness~Å! 41.260.4 34.460.4
Roughness~s in Å! La/Fe 2.160.3 Fe/La 2.260.3
Atomic density (1023 Å 23) 26.45 84.92
Interplanar distance~Å! 3.026 1.98
Number of atomic planes 13.660.15 17.460.2

FIG. 5. Profiles across the La sublayer of the La atomic conc
tration, upper part, and of the 5d La magnetic atomic polarization
lower part. The unit of magnetic polarization is the mean polari
tion averaged throughout the La sublayer which is given by
XMCD amplitude.
s
.
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e
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magnetic polarization per La atom in the three planes. T
number is even reduced to two by using the constraint
the imaginary part of the mean value of the magnetic po
ization averaged over the La layer is given by the XMC
intensity. It is thus far lower than the number of paramet
that could possibly be determined from the refinement of
energy dependencies of the eight asymmetry ratios. A
consequence, the determination of the magnetic polariza
in each of the three La planes at the interfaces with Fe sho
be unambiguous.

Figure 4 shows the simulation of the asymmetry rat
obtained for the magnetic profile displayed in the lower p
of Fig. 5. Though not perfect, the agreement between sim
lations and experimental data displayed is reasonably go
given that only two parameters have been used. As show
the lower part in Fig. 5, the profile of the 5d magnetization
carried by a La atom is found to decrease drastically from
interface with Fe towards the center of the La layer. T
negative sign of the polarization has been chosen becaus
the antiferromagnetic ordering of the La layers with resp
to the Fe magnetization. The La atomic polarization in t
mixed interfacial plane is 11.6 times larger than its me
value averaged over the whole of the La layer; it decrea
dramatically to about 1.2 in the next plane containing ab
85% La atoms and to 0.6 in the following pure La plane. W
point out that such a steep decrease of the polarizatio
preserved even if the assumption that the polarization is
calized only over three planes at the interface is relax
These results are qualitatively in agreement with previo
XMCD results at theL2 edge and especially with the stron
reduction of its amplitude which is observed when insert
a 5 Å thin Ce spacer layer between La and Fe.5 From the
XMCD measurement for such a multilayer,3 a value of
0.13mB has been determined for the mean magnetic mom
averaged over the La layer. We can use it as a scaling fa
to evaluate the 5d magnetic moments per La atom in each
the three magnetically polarized planes. We get 1.5mB in the
interfacial plane and 0.16mB and 0.08mB in the two next
ones. The value of the moment in the mixed interfacial pla
is pretty large compared to the mean value of 0.13mB . How-
ever, it is in reasonably good agreement with the XMC
measurement of a mean moment of 0.6mB per La atom for a
La10/Fe30 multilayer3 with a thin La layer containing 3.3 La
planes. Finally, we stress that the magnetic profile deri
from this XRMS investigation fully supports the model d
rived by Arendet al.5 from XMCD data, which suggests tha
the 5d states of La at the Fe interfaces are magnetica
polarized over one or two atomic layers by direct hybridiz
tion with the spin split 3d states of Fe.

V. PROFILE OF THE CE-5 d MAGNETIC POLARIZATION
IN CE/FE MULTILAYERS

Figures 6 and 8 display the energy dependences of
four asymmetry ratios which have been measured at theL2
edge of cerium for the two Ce/Fe multilayers, together w
their best simulations. The spectral shapes are quite diffe
from those shown in Fig. 4 for the La/Fe sample. For Ce, t
contributions separated by about 10 eV are observed, as
also the case for the real and imaginary parts of the Ce r
nant magnetic atomic factor which are shown in Fig. 1. Th
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correspond to the two 4f 1 and 4f 0 features observed in th
isotropic absorption spectrum ofa-like Ce state.3 This mix-
ture together with the interplay between the real and ima
nary parts of the resonant magnetic scattering factor resu
a complex spectral dependence. As in the La case, the
plitudes of theR values are pretty weak, ranging from a fe
1024 to at most 1.531022. They strongly depend on th
order of the diffraction peaks. As already explained in S
IV, this readily indicates that in both Ce/Fe samples, thed

FIG. 6. Energy dependences of the asymmetry ratios at the
L2 edge, for the diffraction pattern of the Ce10/Fe30 multilayer.
Open circles show the experimental values and full lines the
simulations obtained using the magnetic profile shown in the lo
part in Fig. 7.
i-
in
m-

.

Ce polarization is nonconstant across the Ce layers.
simulations of the four asymmetry ratios have been p
formed following the same refinement procedure as in
La/Fe case. The amorphous structure of the Ce layers
however, taken into account in the calculations of the
charge and magnetic structure factors by dividing the
sublayer into slices with a 2.80 Å thickness equal to t
~111! interplanar distance of the regulara crystalline fcc
phase, as it is explained in Sec. II B.

A. The Ce10/Fe30 multilayer

The structural parameters for that sample are given
Table II. Its 10.1 Å Ce thickness corresponds to a noninte
number of 3.6 slices with a 2.80 Å thickness. The total nu
ber of Ce slices and of Fe crystalline planes in one perio
however an integer one. Two models are possible. In the
one, the Ce layer would be built with two central pure C
slices and with two interfacial ones with a high Ce conce
tration of 80%. All attempts to fit the asymmetry ratios o
this basis failed. We thus consider the second one only
that case, the Ce sublayer is divided into five slices: th
pure Ce ones inside the layer and two mixed ones at both
interfaces which have a low atomic Ce concentration. F
such a structural model, the Ce 5d magnetic profile is deter-
mined by refining the energy dependences of four asym
try ratios. Due to their different spectral shapes with tw
lobes, it should be possible to determine at least four in
pendent parameters from this data set. To allow their s
determination, we nevertheless tried first to keep the num
of free parameters as low as possible, even at the price
poorer agreement between data and simulation. Therefor
in the La/Fe case, we assumed the magnetic structure o
Ce layers to be symmetrical with respect to their centers.
using the constraint relating the mean value of the magn
polarization to the XMCD amplitude, we then are left wi
only two adjustable parameters. Unexpectedly, the refi
ment of the asymmetry ratios yields an oscillatory behav
for the magnetic profile of the 5d polarization, with rather
large values and with the sign of the magnetization chang
from slice to slice. Such an oscillatory solution was not e
pected from the monotonously decreasing dependence o
amplitude of theL2 edge XMCD on the Ce thickness. It is
however, found to be stable in the refinement, even w
relaxing some of the structural parameters. Actually, the b

e

st
r

TABLE II. Structural parameters for the Ce10/Fe30 multilayer.
The period, the thickness of the Ce and Fe layers, the interfa
roughness~standard deviation!, and the densities are determine
from the refinement of the x-ray anomalous reflectivity. The int
planar distances refer to the~111! planes ina fcc Ce and to the
~110! in bcc Fe.

Period~Å! 39.2560.01 Ce Fe

Layer thickness~Å! 10.1060.2 29.1560.2
Roughness~a in Å! Ce/Fe 2.460.2 Fe/Ce 2.860.2
Atomic densities (1023 Å 23) 35.1 84.92

Interplanar distance~Å! 2.80 2.027
Number of atomic planes or

amorphous slices
3.660.07 14.460.1
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simulation is obtained by relaxing the Ce partial density
side the Ce layer to a value lower by about 20% with resp
to its regular value in thea crystalline phase. Conversely
this increases the values of the atomic magnetic polariza
by about the same amount and keeps almost constant
products with the Ce partial density, which are the true
rameters entering in the refinement. With that anomalous
density, the total number of Ce atoms in the amorphous
sublayer would then correspond to that found in a slab of
~111! atomic planes with the regular density of thea crys-
talline phase. The agreement is also improved by introduc
a slight structural asymmetry at the interfaces, with a low
Ce concentration at the Ce/Fe one than at the Fe/Ce. Th
on line with the two different values of the interfacial roug
ness given in Table II and derived from the simulation of t
x-ray reflectivity. For this best simulation, the total numb
of free parameters is actually four~two values of the mag-
netic polarization, the Ce density and asymmetry in the
concentrations at the interfaces!. The values of the atomic
magnetic polarization and of the partial Ce density are gi
for each slice in parentheses in Table III. The units are
mean polarization averaged over a slice and the regular
sity of the crystallinea phase, respectively. The negativ
sign of the mean polarization has been chosen because o
net antiferromagnetic ordering of the Ce layers with resp
to the Fe magnetization.

Such a too low value of the Ce density has also b
derived from the refinement of the anomalous reflectivity
the CeL2 edge, as mentioned in Sec. III. It appears as a tr
to compensate for features not taken into account in the
simple model used. A more realistic one should be con
ered at the price of a larger number of free parameters.
deed, the low Ce partial density suggests the occurrence
significant interdiffusion in the whole of the thin Ce laye
This is also supported by the values of the standard de
tions of the interfacial roughness at the interfaces with
sublayers reported in Table II. They result in values of
full widths of the interfaces as large as 5.6 and 6.6 Å so t
interdiffusion may occur over the whole of the 10 Å thick C
layer. We thus have tried a more meaningful model ass
ing the regular density of the phase, but taking interdiffus
explicitly into account. To get rid of any further structur
parameter, we assumed a Gaussian model for interdiffu
and used the values of the roughness given in Table I

TABLE III. Profiles of the values of the Ce partial density an
of the 5d magnetic polarization across the Ce layer in the Ce10/Fe30

sample. The unit of atomic polarization is its mean value avera
over the Ce layer and is given by the XMCD measurement for
sample. The unit of density is that of the crystallinea phase of Ce.
Values in the upper lines refer to the structural model taking i
account interdiffusion across the Ce layer, while those in paren
ses in the lower lines are derived for the simpler but unreali
model with a lower density and a magnetic symmetry.

Slice 1 2 3 4 5 6

Ce partial 0.15 0.45 0.73 0.89 0.65 0.31
density ~0! ~0.49! ~0.83! ~0.83! ~0.83! ~0.22!
Ce atomic 1.6 210.6 7.6 28.8 8.6 27.2
polarization ~0! ~28.7! ~5.2! ~27.1! ~5.2! ~28.7!
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build the profile of the Ce concentration shown in the upp
part of Fig. 7. In order to reduce the number of free para
eters as much as possible, the Ce layer has been divided
six slices only. The corresponding Ce partial densities
given in Table III. The total number of Ce atoms in the lay
corresponds to that found in 3.18~111! atomic planes in
crystallinea Ce. We point out that it is in agreement wit
that obtained in the simpler but unrealistic model previou
discussed. By using the constraint relating the XMCD a
plitude to the mean value of the polarization averag
throughout the layer, we are left with five parameters to
fine, which are the values of the atomic magnetic polari
tion in five of the six slices. We did not try to reduce the
number by assuming a magnetic symmetry. The refined
ues of the atomic polarization are given in Table III and t
corresponding magnetic profile is shown in the lower part
Fig. 7. Figure 6 compares the measurements of the four s
tra to their simulations obtained using this profile. The agr
ment is rather good. Indeed, the weak polarization in slic
is found to be less accurately determined, its weight in
refinement being weak because of the low Ce concentrat
Conversely, the values of the polarization in the other sli
do not depend much on its actual value, even when rever
its sign.

We point out that we recover an oscillating behavior
the magnetic profile which is almost the same as the
found in the simple but unrealistic model restricting interd
fusion within one interfacial layer at the price of a too lo

d
e

o
e-
c

FIG. 7. Profiles across the Ce sublayer in the Ce10/Fe30

multilayer, of the Ce atomic concentration, upper part, and of
Ce 5d induced magnetic polarization, lower part. The unit of ma
netic polarization per Ce atom is the mean polarization avera
throughout the Ce sublayer, which is given by the XMCD amp
tude for that sample.
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density. The values of the atomic polarization given in Ta
III are larger by about 20% than those derived in the fi
model and shown in parentheses. We point out, however
good qualitative agreement found in both cases for the va
of the polarization integrated over a slice, which are
products of the atomic polarization by the partial Ce dens
and are the pertinent parameters in the refinement. Inte
ingly, in both cases, their values are found to be symmetr
in slices 3 and 5 in the inside of the layer, even though
structural or magnetic symmetry has been assumed in
second model. In both cases, the same large magnetic a
metry is induced in the interfacial slices 2 and 6 by the asy
metry in the concentration profile. We thus stress the sta
ity of the magnetic solution which does not depend on
details of the structural model, despite the fact that a sign
cant interdiffusion occurs in such a sample with a thin
layer. We also checked that the oscillating behavior of
magnetic profile is preserved when using a crystalline mo
for the Ce layers. Actually, provided that the same values
the structural parameters of the multilayer are used, inc
ing the Ce density, the values of the magnetic polarizat
are found to be the same as for the amorphous case, w
10%. Finally, we point out that simple models suggested
the XMCD findings have also been tried as a starting so
tion in the refinement procedure, but they all failed. Tho
implying either a constant or a slowly decreasing magnet
tion throughout the Ce layer give no dependence of thR
amplitudes on the scattering angle, or a far too weak o
Those with a strong magnetic polarization at the interfa
with Fe, decreasing towards the center of the Ce layer
keeping a negative sign without oscillating, as in the La
case, also failed. Whatever the slope of the decrease,
yield a wrong sign for theR value at the third order in the
diffraction pattern.

B. The Ce22/Fe30 multilayer

As shown in Fig. 8, the amplitudes of the four asymme
ratios exhibit a strong dependence on the order of diffract
This indicates a nonconstant magnetization throughout
Ce layer, as in the previous case. The first- and third-or
spectra are weaker by almost one order of magnitude. T
together with the decrease of the diffracted intensities w
the order of diffraction, makes the third spectrum weak a
rather noisy. Due to this, its weight in the refinement of t
magnetic structure is weak. We thus try to keep the num
of free parameters as low as possible, which implies to
sume structural and magnetic symmetries across the
layer. Table IV gives the structural parameters needed in
refinement. The numbers of atomic Fe planes or of am
phous Ce slices obtained from the thickness of the Fe and
layers using the regular interplanar distances for~110! planes
in bcc Fe and~111! ones ina fcc Ce, are not integer. How
ever, their sum corresponds to an integer number of
planes as it is required for a periodic stacking. Its 21.85
thickness corresponding to a noninteger number of 7.8 sl
with a 2.80 Å thickness, two models of the Ce layer a
possible, as in the case of the Ce10/Fe30 sample. In the first
one, the layer is divided into eight slices, the two interfac
ones having a large Ce concentration of 0.9. This model
not allow us to obtain a reasonable fit of the asymme
ratios. We thus used the structural model with nine sli
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shown in the upper part of Fig. 9. The seven central slices
assumed to be pure Ce ones and the two interfacial one
be interdiffused with Fe with a Ce concentration of 0.4,
indicated in Table V. This structurally symmetrical model
actually too simple since it does not take into account
interfacial interdiffusion which extends over two slices
each interface, as it is suggested by the values of the stan
deviations of the roughness given in Table IV. Neverthele

FIG. 8. Energy dependences of the asymmetry ratios at the
L2 edge in the diffraction pattern of the Ce22/Fe30 multilayer. Open
circles show the experimental values and full lines the best sim
tions obtained using the magnetic profile shown in the lower par
Fig. 9.
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despite the assumption of a magnetic symmetry with res
to the center of the Ce layer and the use of the constraint
the mean value of the polarization per Ce atom is given
the XMCD measurement, we still are left with four free p
rameters. Moreover, the fitting of the data proved to be o
weakly sensitive to the value of the magnetization in
center of the Ce layer. Thus, we did not try to increase f
thermore the number of parameters by taking into acco
interdiffusion at the interfaces which would introduce ad
tional mixed planes at the interfaces. This should not be a
poor approximation in the case of a 22 Å thick Ce lay
since we have shown that neglecting interdiffusion cha
the values of the atomic polarization only by about 20%
the far more critical case of a 10 Å thick Ce layer.

FIG. 9. Profiles across the Ce sublayer in the Ce22/Fe30

multilayer of the Ce atomic concentration, upper part, and of the
5d induced magnetic polarization, lower part. As in Fig. 7, the u
of magnetic polarization per Ce atom is the mean polarization
eraged throughout the Ce sublayer in the Ce10/Fe30 multilayer.

TABLE IV. Structural parameters for the Ce22/Fe30 multilayer.
The period, the thickness of the Ce and Fe layers, the interfa
roughness~standard deviation!, and the densities are determine
from the refinement of the x-ray reflectivity. The interplanar d
tances refer to the~111! planes ina fcc Ce and to the~110! in bcc
Fe.

Period~Å! 50.6060.01 Ce Fe

Layer thickness~Å! 21.8560.4 28.7560.4
Roughness~s in Å! Ce/Fe 2.560.2 Fe/Ce 2.760.2
Atomic densities (1023 Å 23) 35.1 84.92

Interplanar distance~Å! 2.80 2.027
Number of atomic planes or

amorphous slices
7.860.15 14.260.2
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The best solution obtained for the magnetic profile
shown in the lower part of Fig. 9, and the correspond
values of the polarization are given in Table V. The unit
polarization is the same as for the Ce10/Fe30 sample in order
to allow comparison. Figure 8 shows the simulations of
four asymmetry ratios obtained for this best solution. T
agreement with experimental data is reasonably good g
the low number of parameters in the simulation, even at
third noisy order. Indeed, the factor of merit in the refin
ment is found to be flat over a range of values of the m
netic polarization in the central slices. In order to allow o
to appreciate the accuracy in their determination, error b
corresponding to the extension of that range of possible
lutions are given in Table V. The uncertainty in the values
the Ce magnetic polarization decreases strongly from the
terfacial slices towards the central ones. In the outer slice
is lower than 5%, but reaches about 100% in the central o
Nevertheless, the two main characteristics of the polariza
profile are preserved for all determinations. First, the pro
of polarization is found to oscillate in all cases, with th
same period of about 2.80 Å which has been obtained for
Ce10/Fe30 sample. Second, the polarization decreases ra
slowly from the interfaces towards the center of the lay
except at the interfacial slices interdiffused with Fe, where
is larger than inside the Ce layer.

C. Discussion

The profiles of the 5d induced magnetization are found t
be qualitatively similar in both samples. Our model, whi
assumes a ferromagnetic ordering within the Ce slices, g
an antiferromagnetic coupling from slice to slice, with
magnetic period roughly equal to twice the~111! interplanar
distance in thea crystalline phase of Ce. As shown in Table
III and V, the decreasing amplitudes of atomic polarizati
are also comparable in both cases, except in the interfa
slices where they are found to be higher for the Ce22/Fe30
sample. We thus have tried to reconstruct them using
same decreasing oscillation for both cases. To do that,
magnetic profiles are assumed to result from the superp
tion of two damped oscillations decreasing from each int
face towards the center of the layer. Their simulation
easier in the case of the Ce22/Fe30 sample where a magneti
symmetry has been assumed and where the two oscillat
do not interfere much because of the larger thickness
yields a damped oscillation with a period of 5.9 Å close
twice the~111! interplanar distance, and with amplitudes d
creasing roughly asr 21, r being the distance from the inter
face. In order to allow such a simple analysis, the magn
profile in the Ce10/Fe30 sample has to be made symmetric
with respect to the center of the Ce layer. Interestingly, t
symmetrical profile can be simulated using the same dam
oscillation than for the Ce22/Fe30 sample, provided that a
phase shift of about 1.5 Å is introduced to allow to recov
the weaker amplitudes of the atomic polarization of the
terfacial slices, while keeping the amplitudes of the oth
slices inside the Ce layer to their values which are close
those in the Ce22/Fe30 sample. The origin of this shift, which
corresponds to about half an interplanar~111! distance of the
crystalline phase, is not clear. It might simply be due to
fact that interdiffusion has not been taken into account in
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TABLE V. Profiles of the values of the Ce partial density and of the 5d magnetic polarization across th
Ce layer in the Ce22/Fe30 sample. To compare with the Ce10/Fe30 case, the unit of atomic polarization is th
same as in Table III. It is the mean value of the atomic polarization averaged over the Ce layer which is
by the XMCD measurement for the Ce10/Fe30 sample. The unit of density is that of the crystallinea phase
of Ce. The error bars in the values of the magnetic polarization have been evaluated from the behavio
factor of merit in the refinement of the asymmetry ratios, as explained in text.

Slice 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Ce concentration 0.4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.
Ce atomic 218.7 8.8 28.2 5.8 22.1 5.8 28.2 8.8 218.7
polarization 60.5 60.4 61 61.5 61.8 61.5 61 60.4 60.5
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case of the Ce22/Fe30 sample. It would extend the thicknes
over which Ce atoms are distributed and thus shift the m
netic oscillation with respect to the actual positions of t
slices used in the refinement procedure. Though such a q
titative comparison should not be pursued too far, it nev
theless suggests that the polarization profiles are actu
very similar in the two samples. We like also to point o
that they are compatible with the XMCD measurements
net magnetic moments of 0.1mB and 0.055mB for the
Ce10/Fe30 and Ce22/Fe30 samples respectively, since th
mean values of the atomic magnetic polarization avera
over the Ce thickness are 1 and 0.55, the unit being
XMCD amplitude measured for the Ce10/Fe30 sample. The
absolute values for the magnetic moments can be evalu
by scaling the amplitudes of atomic polarization by 0.1mB .
Rather large values in the range of 1mB are obtained. In the
case of the Ce22/Fe30 sample, they even reach 2mB in the
mixed interfaces where Fe concentration is large. This ha
be compared to the lower values found in CexFe12x bulk
alloys, like for instance the 0.35mB moment determined fo
CeFe2 from XMCD measurements.23 This reinforces the sug
gestion that the mechanism responsible for the 5d magnetic
polarization is not the same in the multilayers and in b
alloys, the main argument being the observation of an os
lating polarization in the multilayers.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The XRMS resonant magnetic contributions to the inte
sity of the Bragg peaks at low angles have been used
determine the profile of the 5d induced magnetic polariza
tion of the rare earth in Ce/Fe and La/Fe multilayers.
comparison with XMCD which gives the mean value of t
polarization averaged throughout the layer, XRMS does
require the use of several samples with different layer thi
ness. This is an advantage in the case of a complex non
notonous magnetization profile where the comparison of
XMCD amplitudes for various thickness may be inapprop
ate. This turns out to be the case for the Ce/Fe multilay
investigated in this work. We like also to stress that
atomic resolution has been obtained for the magnetic p
files, even though diffraction data were available only at l
angles, up to a scattering vector around 1 Å21. This suggests
that such a method could be of a rather broad use to in
tigate the profiles of magnetization in multilayers and sup
lattices with periods of a few nanometers, even in ca
where the coherence of the stacking is not good enoug
provide diffraction peaks at large angles.
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The analysis has been performed using the kinematic
proximation for diffraction which proved to work in the spe
cific case of these multilayers. Its use being simpler than
of the dynamic theory, it allows one to use refinement p
cedures to get the magnetization of the rare-earth atom
each atomic plane, or slice of atomic thickness, without h
ing to assume a specific model. This is an advantage in c
parison with the possible use of the resonant magnetic re
tivity outside the diffraction peaks, the analysis of whic
implies the dynamic optical theory.10,11

In the case of the Ce/Fe multilayers, we had to take i
account the amorphous structure of the Ce layers, by di
ing it into slices having a thickness equal to the regular
terplanar distance ina crystalline Ce and by using, for eac
of these slices, the formalism of the structure factor of
amorphous layer. Actually, since the spectra are obtaine
low scattering angles, they depend only weakly on details
the local structure. Very similar magnetic profiles, wi
changes in the values of the atomic polarization by less t
10%, have also obtained using the formalism of crystall
structure factor. A more serious difficulty originates in th
limited number of parameters which can be derived from
simulation of a limited number of asymmetry ratios.

In the simple case of the 5d magnetic polarization of La
in a La/Fe multilayer where the dependency of the XMC
amplitudes on the thickness of the La layers yields an un
biguous model,5 the XRMS analysis leads to the same mod
of magnetic profile, with the 5d polarization of La strongly
localized in the atomic plane at the interfaces between the
and Fe layers. As discussed in Sec. IV, the agreement is e
quantitative. Our result thus fully supports the model of
polarization induced by direct hybridization of the La 5d
states with the spin split Fe 3d ones which has been sug
gested by Arendet al.5 on the basis of an extensive study
the dependence of XMCD amplitudes on the thickness of
La layer. This example validates the use of the method in
more complex case of the Ce/Fe multilayers.

In the case of the Ce/Fe system, the XRMS results g
additional evidence for the very puzzling magnetic behav
of a-like Ce. On one hand, they are in agreement with
main XMCD findings showing that the 5d polarization of Ce
extends far beyond the interface with Fe,3,5 and cannot be
induced only by direct hybridization with the 3d states of Fe.
On the other hand, and at least for the two samples wh
have been investigated, the interpretation of the XRMS sp
tra provides evidence for an unexpected oscillating beha
of the polarization, with a period roughly equal to twice th
~111! interplanar distance of the crystalline phase and wit
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slow decrease of its amplitude from the interface towards
inside of the Ce layer. Despite the antiferromagnetic c
pling between adjacent slices, a net magnetic moment is
ertheless obtained due to the decrease of the amplitude o
oscillation. Indeed, we recover in both cases the values of
mean atomic magnetic moment which is given by t
XMCD amplitude. The decrease of the magnetic polari
tion, with a weak or null value at about 12 Å from the inte
face with Fe, is also in agreement with the slow decreas
the XMCD amplitudes with the inverse of the Ce thickne
beyond a thickness of 20 Å3. However, we stress that such a
oscillating profile cannot be inferred from the dependence
the XMCD amplitude on the Ce thickness. The decrease
the amplitudes of the induced magnetic moments from
interface with Fe towards the center of the Ce sublayer p
vents one from observing alternate signs in the net mom
averaged over the Ce thickness. The observation of an
ferromagnetic coupling between Ce slices, perpendicularl
the growth direction of the multilayer, is rather puzzling. T
understanding of its physical origin is not clear at this sta
mainly because of the lack of knowledge of the electro
structure of the amorphousa-like Ce phase in these multi
layers which prevent from discriminating between possi
tt
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mechanisms such as the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yos
one or quantum size effects. Further XRMS measureme
are needed for a better understanding of the puzzling m
netic properties of the 5d electrons in this very speciala like
Ce state, like, for instance, on samples where a thick La la
is inserted between the Fe and Ce ones without killing the
magnetic polarization. We point out that a similar oscillati
and decreasing behavior of the magnetic polarization
duced in thed band of a nonmagnetic metallic layer ha
already been observed in the case of a Ru thin layer de
ited on a~100! Fe substrate,24 in an investigation of the spin
polarization of the 4d band of Ru by AugerM4,5N4,5N4,5
spectroscopy. This suggests that such a behavior might
be specific to the Ce case. Finally, we mention that XRM
experiments have been recently performed at the CeM4
edge for a Ce10/Fe30 sample, in order to get the profile of th
4 f magnetic polarization. Preliminary results clearly sho
that, at variance with the 5d polarization, the 4f one is not
oscillating. They suggest that it is almost constant through
the thin Ce layer. This is in qualitative agreement w
XMCD data,4 which indicate that the 4f induced magnetiza-
tion is strongly localized at the interfaces with Fe and resu
from direct hybridization with the Fe 3d states.
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